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Intro:
First day:

1.Just play through the intro to the first choice. It's doesn't matter what you
choose. The difference is only in picture.
2.Same situation with the second choice (You choose whom you want to 
peek at in the shower)
3. When you're peeking at Michelle or Stella you may choose to sneak up 
closer to get a better view.
4. But only one time. If you choose to sneak up more closer – your game
will end.

Second day:
5.When you meet Susan – choose options that includes the Ring power.
In the first menu choose “Focus the Ring and then squeeze in the hugs”
6. The second choice “Focus powers of the Ring on Susan and then kiss 
her on the lips with passion”
7. In the kitchen pick the second option

Third day:
8. Pick up any skill of your choice (You will be able to unlock them all but 
I recommend start from stealth then tech and charm at last.)
9. Now you should upgrade your skills to certain levels to advance the story
10. At the same time you should start to collect lust energy. It will 
be required to advance some characters path. 
First place for collecting the lust energy is the bathroom in the evening. 
Intro off:
11. Now intro is ending and the normal game starts. You're free to move around 
the house. 
MC can wait for the next time of day in his room by choosing “take a nap” 
option.
12.In the morning in the kitchen MC can improve relationships with family 
members by giving them a compliment. Try to increase relations with all 
family members. You can see the progress in the MC's room by clicking on 
the laptop and choosing relations icon.
13.In the afternoon in his room the MC should spend time to upgrade the 
skills of the Ring. For the current moment the max value of each skill is 10. The 
game will tell you about reaching max value of skill in process of 



upgrading.
Characters Walkthrough:

Michelle:
1.Improve stealth skill and at the same time start to increase Michelle's 
sympathy by giving her compliments in the kitchen in the morning.
2. When stealth skill reaches 3 points – Michelle's bedroom will be 
unlocked for peeping in the evening. 
3. Keep giving compliments to Michelle in the morning in the kitchen 
(until sympathy reaches 10 points.).
4. Upgrade stealth skill up to 5 points. MC will be able to sneak up closer 
in the bathroom in the evening. 
5.  Upgrade stealth skill up to 7 points. Now after peeping in the evening
MC will be able to sneak up in Michelle's bedroom at nighttime.
6.Keep upgrading stealth. With each new point until 10 there will be 
development of situations. 
7. When amount of given compliments reaches 10 Michelle will become 
more friendly to MC. On Saturday and Sunday MC will be able to visit 
Michelle's bedroom in the evening. It is an important point to advance 
Michelle's path. By spending time with her you can increase sympathy to 
15 points.
8. After that Michelle can catch MC when he's masturbating in his room
9. When Michelle catches the MC 4 times there will be an option in the morning 
in the kitchen to arouse Michelle with the powers of the Ring.
MC must unlock all three skills of the Ring to increase the amount of max 
lust because next step with Michelle requires at least 150 energy.
10.Use the powers of the Ring on Michelle in the kitchen in the morning. 
Then go to the kitchen at the afternoon and use the powers again. After 
that go to the bathroom in the evening and use the powers one more time.
11.Continue to masturbate in the evening in MC room until Bill says in the
morning that he has a headache (it requires 5-6 times).
12.Go to Michelle's room at the morning. Enjoy event.
13.Now you can visit Michelle on weekend evenings to repeat the scene.
14.Repeat event 5 times.
15.Now you can interact with Michelle in the bathroom in the evening.
16.Jack off  in MC's room in the evening – Michelle will come in new 
lingerie.
17.After that new scenes will be available in Michelle's room when Bill 
peeks and visits Michelle at nighttime. Repeat it a couple of times to get 



full scene.
18.At this time you should already unlock invisibility. Storage up 150 lust 
energy and click on the alarm clock at nighttime in MC room.
19.Visit the kitchen and interact with Michelle. Repeat until you get a scene 
where she's talking with your dad on the phone.
20.Before the next step you must have met your neighbor Cleo. For that click 
on the city map then your house. Choose “Walk down the street” option.
21.Visit neighbor's house inat the afternoon to talk with Cleo about part-time 
job.
22. Now you're able to earn money on Monday and Friday in the afternoon by
visiting the neighbors. Earn $ 200.
22.Visit Michelle's room in the evening to invite her to the restaurant.
23.Now you're able to invite her again for a couple of new scenes.

Stella:
1. Unlock the tech skill.
2. Start upgrading the tech skill the same way as stealth in MC's room. 
Simultaneously start increasing Stella's sympathy be giving her a 
compliment in the morning in the kitchen.
3. At 3 points during the next improvement Stella will come asking for 
help.
4. Now MC will be able to check out Stella's web cam in MC's room on  
Tuesday and Thursday in the evening. Click on the laptop and choose web 
cam icon for that.
5. After that there will be an option unlocked on Tuesday and Thursday in 
the morning in the kitchen to arouse Stella with the powers of the Ring. 
This action require 50 lust energy.
6. Keep arousing her (around 5 times) and improve the tech skill to 5 points. An 
option to turn on porn will be unlocked.
7. Enhance tech skill until 10 and Stella's sympathy until 10 too.
8. Visit the girl's room at the morning (click green arrow on house map to see 
second page of rooms.)
9. Visit the city map and click on your house to meet Jake.
10. Repeat a couple of times until Bill follows Jake.
11. In MC's room in the evening choose option “Discuss with Rati how to 
get rid of Jake.”
12. Visit the gym.
13. Speak with Stella in the living room in the afternoon.
14. Speak with Stella in the kitchen in the evening.



15. See the break-up scene outside the house.
16. Connect to Stella's webcam on Tuesday or Thursday.
17. Visit the girl's room in the morning.
18. Connect to Stella's webcam on Tuesday or Thursday.
19. For further progress you must unlock tutoring with Betty.
20. Help Betty with her homework in the girl's room in the afternoon on 
Tuesday or Thursday.
21.Take a shower in the afternoon.

Betty:
1. Increase Betty's sympathy by giving her a compliment in the morning in
the kitchen until it reaches 10 points.
2.Join her in the living room in the evening on Tuesday or Thursday.
3.Betty will ask you to help with math. Now the library will become available.
4.Start visiting the  library and upgrade knowledge until reaching 7 points. 
5.Keep spending time with Betty in the living room until sympathy reaches 15 
points. Now tutoring in the girl's room in the afternoon will be unlocked.
6.Help Betty with her homework 5 times.
7.Find Betty in all the locations by clicking on her.
8.Take a shower in the afternoon.
9.In the afternoon in the bathroom choose option “Pretend like taking a 
shower and hide”.
10.Take a nap in MC's room in the afternoon.
11.Repeat until the handjob scene is finished.
12.Join Betty in the living room during the evening on Tuesday or Thursday.
13.Repeat.
14.Take a nap in the MC's  room in the afternoon.
15. Help Betty with her homework for a new scene.

Susan:
1.Unlock the charm skill.
2.Talk with Susan in the kitchen in the afternoon on Wednesday or 
Saturday.
3.Start spending time with her in the living room during the evening on
Wednesday or Saturday. Also increase the charm skill at least up to 3 points.
4. Increase Susan's lust 5 times to finish the scene.
5. Now it will be possible to visit her at night in the living room.
6.In the kitchen in the morning choose option to arouse Susan. Repeat until 



scene complete.
7.New scene will be available in the living room during the evening.
8.After that a new scene is unlocked in the kitchen in the afternoon.
9.Compliment Susan in the morning in the kitchen on Wednesday or 
Saturday. Now her house is unlocked.
10.Visit her any day except Wednesday or Saturday.

Julia:
1.To unlock the library advance Betty's path to the moment when she asks 
you about helping with her homework.
2.Increase knowledge by visiting the library until reaching 10 sympathy points.
3. Now the option to talk with Julia will be available. Increase her 
excitement. 5 times.
4. Choose option to learn.
5.Repeat scene 4 times by choosing “let's have fun” option.
6.Increase Julia's desire 3 more times.
7.Choose option to learn

Ashley:
1.After completing Julia's path choose option to learn in the library.
2.Choose option to try and make a conversation with the nerd girl.
3.Repeat last scene with Julia
4.Let Julia answer the phone call.

Cleo:
1.Visit the city map then click on your house icon and choose “Walk down the 
street” option
2.Advance in Michelle's path until Bill has a need to make money.
3. Visit Cleo's house on Monday and Friday in the afternoon to make 
money.
4. Repeat until the option to ask for a glass of water appears. Increase her lust 
with your powers (you need 50 lust energy).
5.Arouse her 3 times.
6. Shop will be unlocked on the city map. Buy sunscreen lotion for $30.
7.Offer Cleo sunscreen
8.Arouse her more.
9.Repeat. Ask her to turn around.
10. Also there is a couple of scenes with Cleo when you go to the 
backyard. To become invisible you must have 150 lust energy. There are 2 



different scenes with Cleo.

Lilly:
1.Advance in Cleo's path until you met Lilly.
2.Visit Cleo's house in the evening on Monday or Saturday.
3.Click on Lilly
4. Follow her.
5. Next time become invisible and follow her again.
6. Play with her a little.
7.Repeat but this time arouse her first.
8.Repeat until scene will be completed.

Ring of Lust 0.1.1 Walkthrough

Ashley:
1. Repeat the last scene with Julia
2. Let Julia answer the phone call.
3. Next time you visit in the library choose to learn option. Ashley will 
approach for a conversation.
4. Speak with Rati in your room in the evening.
5. Visit the library again and choose learn option.
6. Call Rati to distract Julia.

Betty:
1. Study with Betty in the girl's room in the afternoon but don't have fun with 
her. Stella will appear.
2. Give compliment to Stella in the morning in the kitchen.

Cleo:
1. Complete the scene with Stella in the bathroom when she gives you blowjob.
2. Complete Cleo's scene with the handjob in her backyard.
3. Go to the city map and click on your house. Conflict with Jake will 
happen.

Michelle:
1. Visit the living room on Mondays and Fridays.
2. If Michelle's sympathy is max – scene will be completed.
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Susan:
First scene:

1. Wake up early (by clicking on the alarm clock in your room.)
2. Go to the hallway to meet Susan in new outfit (Wednesday and 

Saturday)
3. Michelle will interrupt you.
4. Eavesdrop on Michelle on Saturday early morning in the kitchen.
5. Visit Michelle's room at night and click on the cellphone.
6. Meet Susan again in the early morning.

Second scene:
     1. Simply visit the kitchen in the afternoon after meeting Susan during the
         early morning.

Third scene:
     1. Meet Susan during the early morning.
     2. Spend time with her in the living room during the evening.
     3. Michelle will interrupt you.
     4. Rati will give you a new ability.
     5. Visit the living room on Monday or Friday and affect Michelle 
         with your new power.
     6. Meet Susan in the early morning. Spend time with her in the living 
         room in the evening.

Jessica:
1. After the fight with Jake visit the gym.
2. Speak with Jessica by clicking on her.
3. You must have $150 to buy a gym membership.
4. Now you're able to build up strength (but only for 0.5 for now)
5. Increase strength up to 3 points.
6. Now you're able to talk with Jessica in the evenings in the gym.
7. Spy on her in the shower
8. Increase her passion 3 times.
9. Join her in the shower.

    10. Click on chest icon, pussy, chest, pussy, pussy.



Mini-game with Betty:
1. Repeat the 69 scene.
2. Win the mini-game
3. Now you're able to visit the girl's room at night. But for now there is 

nothing to do there.
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Stella:
1. Meet Stella in the living room in the afternoon.
2. Visit the girl's room in the morning.
3. Meet Stella in the kitchen on Sunday afternoon.
4. Visit the girl's room during the weekend morning. (be sure that you have 

$ 60. $40 is needed for cinema tickets and $20 for flowers.)
5. Go to the shop and buy flowers.
6. Go to the house outside and call Stella on a date.
7. Give Stella flowers.
8. On the first date choose romantic movie.
9. Take Stella's hand
10.Repeat date during the next weekend but choose horror movie this 

time. (The same steps must be followed:flowers, hand, etc.)
11. Go on a date again. Jake will interrupt you.
12. To move further you must have 10 strength.
13. To ease strength upgrade you can speak with Jessica and buy the 

sport outfit in the store for $ 60.
14. Beat Jake after the date with Stella.
15. Go on another date. Choose a horror movie. 
16. Increase Stella's lust.
17.Repeat date again to get the full scene. 

Lilly:
         1.Go to the tree house. There is a 33% chance that you see Lilly 
           swimming in the pool.

2. Become invisible and join her.
3. Repeat that scene but now the option to arouse her will be available.
4. Repeat it 3 times.
5. Go clean the pool and Lilly will appear.



6. Now during the tree house scene you can choose to join her in the pool.
7. Enjoy.
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Betty:
1. Visit Betty during the night in the girl's room two times.
2. Meet her in the living room on Tuesday or Thursday in the evening.
3. In MC's room get the password from Stella's laptop.
4. Connect to Stella's web-cam on Monday or Friday evening.
5. Visit Beth during the night again.
6. Connect to Stella's webcam on Monday or Friday evening.
7. Go to the bathroom early morning two times.
8. Call Betty to practice math in the afternoon in your room.
9. Go to the shop to buy lube (you'll need $ 20)
10.Call Betty to practice math in the afternoon in your room
11.Brainwash her at night time
12.Go to the bathroom in the early morning

Stella:
         1.Visit the girl's room in the morning for getting a new scene.

Cleo:
1. Visit Cleo's house in the afternoon on Monday or Friday to 

clean the pool.  
2. Ask for a glass of water.
3. Go to the hospital on Wednesday or Sunday twice to get the full 

scene
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Michelle:
1. Make sure that you fucked Michelle after the restaurant, had 
second anal (with lube) with Betty, and fucked Stella after the 



cinema. Now jack off in your room in the evening and choose option 
“I think she won't come at all” to make Rati appear. Then choose 
“Fuck her pussy” option.
2. Go to sleep and you'll get the threesome scene with Rati and Michelle
3. Wake up early morning (by clicking on the alarm clock during the night) 
and go to the kitchen.
4. Do not become invisible and increase Michelle's lust.
5.On the weekend say compliment to Michelle at the breakfast. She'll 
offer to go to the beach. Visit her room in the afternoon to go to the 
beach.
6. Try all options to get all scenes.
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Lilly:
1. Make sure that you unlocked second way to earn money (in 
hospital with Cleo). Go to the backyard in the afternoon and take 
a look into the neighbor's yard. You'll meet Alan and Marcus.
2. Visit Cleo's house on Saturday in the afternoon.
3. Repeat it until Lilly licks your cock a second time.
4. Visit Cleo's house on Monday or Saturday in the evening.
5. Check the noise.
6. Visit Cleo's house on Saturday in the afternoon.

Cleo:
Consider that Cleo is at work on Wednesdays and Sundays.

1. Complete Lilly's path
2. Visit Lilly's room
3. Visit Cleo's kitchen and arouse Cleo
4. Repeat previous step and get refusal
5. Make sure that you have 300+ lust energy points
6. Go to the backyard and catch a scene where Cleo is alone

sunbathing.
7. Become invisible
8. Affect her thoughts
9. Visit Cleo's kitchen and arouse Cleo
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Ashley+Julia:
1. Visit the library and choose 'learn more' option.
2. Repeat to talk with Ashley.
3. Visit the library again and choose the new option 'fuck'

         Susan:
1. Visit her at her home.

 Betty:
1. Visit her in the bathroom in the early morning
2. Connect to Stella's web-cam at Monday or Friday evening.

3.                Visit Michelle's bedroom on weekdays in the evening.
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Jessica:
1. Make sure that you finished mini-game with Jessica in gym 

shower. Also you must have 10 points of strength
2. Visit gym in the evening.
3. Choose option “Say hi to Jessica”
4. Buy sports outfit in the store if you don't already have one.
5. Visit gym in the evening again.
6. Choose option “Help Jessica with stretching”
7. There's three randomly selected scenes with helping Jessica. 

You should complete all three at least once for each.
8. After that you must repeat scene where Jessica perform squats. 

This time the scene moves a little further.
9. Then you should arouse Jessica in all three stretching scenes.
10. Choose option “Sure, why not” in the gym to perform 

training.
11.Arouse Jessica in all three stretching scenes again to move

further.
12. Choose option “Help Jessica with stretching”. Foot job 

scene will start.



13. Choose option “Sure, why not” in the gym to perform 
training. Jessica will join you in the shower.

14.Now all three stretching scene can be completed.

Cleo:
1. New scene in the hospital. Visit her to donate semen.

Lilly:
     1.Small teaser in her room. Visit neighbor's house and go to Lilly's

room. Become invisible then use your powers on her laptop
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To get the tech vision from Rati you should finish scenes with Cleo at her 
kitchen, with Lilly at her family dinner and with Jessica in gym's shower. 
Then go to sleep and Rati will grant you a new power. After that while 
you're in the house map - you can spot a new icon near the smartphone 
icon at the top of the screen. When you click on it – your vision switches. 
Then you can choose where to go to use your special vision. Same icon 
will appear in the neighbor's house. 

Betty:
1. Catch her near Michelle's bedroom in the evening and reveal yourself
2. Switch to tech vision and go to the girl's room.
3. Click on the room thermostat to lower the temperature.
4. Visit the girl's room at the night (girls will sleep in one bed)
5. Repeat it 4 times. Every time situation will develop
6. Use the thermostat again to raise the temperature.
7. Keep visiting the girl's room at the night (5 times)
8. Connect to Stella's webcam on Tuesday or Thursday in the evening 

and choose option to become invisible.

Julia:
1. Visit her at the library and choose option in dialogue - “Use tech 

vision”. Then click on  her PC.



2. Visit her again

Lilly:
1. Use the tech vision in the neighbor's house.
2. Visit Lilly's room and click on her laptop. Now you can connect to 

her webcam on certain days (Wednesday and Sunday in the 
afternoon).

3. Visit her room at any day except Wednesday and Sunday 3 times and 
increase her lust.

4. Connect to her webcam
5. Visit neighbor's house on Wednesday or Sunday, use tech vision and 

go to Cleo's room.
6. Click on the vibrator.
7. Visit neighbor's house on Wednesday or Sunday, go to Lilly's room 

and choose “become invisible”
8. Keep connecting to Lilly's webcam until Bill joins her.
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Stella:
1. On the weekend give a compliment to Michelle in the kitchen in the 

morning when Stella is having breakfast too. Bill decides to help Stella
2. Visit the girl's room in the morning any day except the weekend.
3. Be sure that you have $ 150 and visit the girl's room in the morning 

again
4. On the weekend give a compliment to Michelle in the kitchen in the 

morning when Stella is having breakfast too.
5. At the beach try both option.

Betty:
1. Raise Betty's sympathy over 5. Visit the kitchen in the afternoon any day 

except when Susan pays a visit.
2. Raise Betty's sympathy to 15. Visit the kitchen in the afternoon any day 

except when Susan pays a visit.
3. Be sure that you completed the scene with Betty in the girl's room at 

night when she gives you a blowjob laying on her back.  Visit the 
kitchen again.



Betty+Stella:
1. Visit the girl's room in the evening any day except Thursday or Tuesday.
2. Become invisible.
3. Repeat two more times.
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Cleo and Lilly:
1.Visit hospital on Wednesday or Sunday and greet Cleo in the hall.
2. Use your powers to make the elevator stop.
3. Repeat last step. Warn Cleo that you're about to cum.
4.Visit neighbor's living room any day except Wednesday and 
Sunday. Join Cleo and Lilly.
5. Repeat until kitchen scene with Cleo.

Michelle:
1.New scene on the weekend in her room. If you fucked her after the 

restaurant, visit her room on Saturday or Sunday in the evening. Twice to 
get the full scene.
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Jessica:
1. Visit the gym in the evening and help Jessica stretching.
2. Repeat to unlock second scene.
3. Now exercise equipment at the right of the screen will be clickable.
4. Use it to unlock bonus scene.

Ashley:
1. Visit the library and choose “learn more” option.
2. Repeat to move further.
3. Repeat one more time to see a teaser for upcoming events.
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In this update I added the option to rename main characters. To use it – 
click on the laptop in Bill's room and choose Rename icon.

Rati:
1.Make sure that you unlocked tech vision, got the scene with Beth 

and Stella kissing in the girls room, got the scene with Stella on the beach (in 
the sea), and scene with Rati and Michelle in Bill's room.

2. Use the alarm clock to wake up early and go to the kitchen.
3. Meet Rati in the living room in the afternoon (she visits your 

house at Tuesday and Friday)
4. Meet Rati in the kitchen in the afternoon

Betty:
1. Interact with Rati on Tuesday in the morning at the family breakfast in 

the kitchen.
2. Choose Betty option
3. Visit living room in the evening.

Stella:
4. Interact with Rati on Tuesday in the morning at the family breakfast in 

the kitchen.
5. Choose Stella option
6. Visit kitchen after that

Michelle:
7. Interact with Rati on Tuesday in the morning at the family breakfast in 

the kitchen.
8. Choose Michelle option
9. Visit Bill's room after that.
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Rati:
1.Make sure that you completed all scenes from 0.2.3
2.Meet Rati in the living room in the afternoon (she visits your house

at Tuesday and Friday)



3. Repeat it two more times to fully enchant the living room

Betty:
1. After enchanting the living room visit it in the afternoon on Tuesday 

or Thursday.
2. Repeat to get the full scene

Stella:
1. After enchanting the living room visit the girl's room during the night
2. Go to the living room
3. Now you can catch Stella in the living room in the night any day 
except Wednesday and Saturday.
4. Repeat one more time to get the full scene

Michelle:
1. Visit the living room in the evening on Monday or Friday.
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Susan:
1. Make sure that you got the scene at her house when Michelle 
interrupts you.
2. Don't meet her during the early morning on Wednesday or Saturday.
3.Visit the living room in the evening on Wednesday or Saturday.
4.Visit the living room at night on Wednesday or Saturday.
5. Go to bed at night.

Cleo:
1. Pay her a visit when she's taking a bath
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Lilly:

1. Make sure that you got the scene with her in the neighbor's 
bathroom (pretending to be a dildo and fuck her)

2. Catch the scene at the backyard while she's swimming in the 
pool.

3. There's two scenes. When you choose to join her and when you



choose to became invisible.

Ashley: 
1. Make sure that you got the scene with her in the new outfit.
2. Visit the library and tell Julia that you came to study.
3. You need to have $150 to continue
4. Now you're able to invite her to hang out (I must have $40 for 

that).
5. Repeat fast food scene 3 times
6. Now the cinema event is available

Stella (Bonus scene): 
1. Join her in the evening in the bathroom.
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Betty:

1. Make sure that you had the scene in the enchanted living room
2. Go to sleep in your room at night
3. On Sunday talk with Michelle about the beach. Betty will 

interrupt you.
4. Go to Cleo's dinner on Saturday afternoon to speak with 

Marcus about teaching Betty to learn how to swim.
5. Catch the moment on Sunday morning when Michelle, Stella 

and Betty are sitting at the table. Give a compliment to Michelle. 
Bill will tell Betty about permission to use the pool.

6. Now you can call Betty for swimming lessons from the 
backyard. The option shows up only in the afternoon

7. Repeat lessons a couple of times to get the full scene

Julia:
1.Make sure that you unlocked new Ashley's outfit and completed the 

          date with her at the cinema.
2. Hang out with Ashley in the fast food
3. Julia will interrupt you.
4. Now the fast food icon is available on the map.
5. There's a random encounter with Julia there (50% chance to meet her

in the afternoon).
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Stella:
1. Join her in the evening in the bathroom.

Betty:
1. Make sure you unlocked the option to teach Betty to swim. 
2.  Call Betty for swimming lessons from the backyard
3. Repeat and choose an option to join them
4. Buy a swimming ring in the store (requires $30)
5. Call Betty for swimming lessons from the backyard again

Cleo:
1. Go to the city at the night
2. Visit neighbor's house
3. Visit neighbor's house during the day time
4. Use tech vision and go to Lilly's room
5. Click on the thermostat icon
6. Visit neighbor's house at night again
7. Click on the window
8. Click on the TV
9. Visit neighbor's house at night again
10. Click on the TV

Lilly (bonus scene):
1. When you sneak into the neighbor's house at night - click on sleeping

Lilly
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Lilly + Betty:
1. Connect to Lilly's webcam on Wednesday or Sunday in the 

afternoon.
2. Repeat
3. Follow Lilly on Monday or Saturday evenings at the neighbor's

house
4. Call Betty for swimming lessons from the backyard
5.  New options are available when you're visiting the neighbor's house in 



the afternoon. Choose “Peek into Lilly's room window”
6. Repeat.

Stella (bonus scene):
1. Make sure that you finished the bathroom scene when Betty 

interrupts you.
2. Use tech vision to set the regular temperature at thermostat in 

the girls' room
3. Visit the girls' room at night and choose Stella.
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Susan:
1. Make sure that you got the scene with Michelle in the enchanted 
living room and the scene with Michelle in MC's room
2. Meet her during early morning on Wednesday or Saturday.
3. Visit the kitchen in the afternoon on the same day
4. Repeat the scene (Michelle will interrupt you)

Rati:
1. After Michelle interrupts MC and Susan in the kitchen - visit 
living room on Friday in the afternoon.
2. Repeat (this time there will be Michelle)
3. There's optional scene. To get it - click on Rati's butt hole before 
MC takes his cock out.

Michelle:
1. Get the scene in the living room when Michelle observes Rati's 
naked pussy.
2. Visit the kitchen in the early morning
3. Repeat
4. Make sure you have $200. Visit Michelle's room on Friday in the 
evening and invite her to the restaurant.

Lilly (bonus scene):
2. When you sneak into the neighbor's house at night - click on sleeping

Lilly
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Michelle:
1. Affect Betty in the kitchen on Tuesday morning.
2. Visit the living room in the evening

Lilly + Betty:
1. Peek into Lilly's room window
2. Repeat
3. Go to Bill's room in the afternoon and choose 'Enhance charm 

skill' option 
4. Sneak into Lilly's room at night and affect her mind.
5. Peek into Lilly's room window again
6. Repeat. This time Lilly will call Bill to join them.

Julia:
1. Visit fast food in the afternoon

Stella (bonus scene):
1. Visit the living room at night any day except Wednesday and Saturday
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Cleo:
1. Make sure that you got the scene with blindfolded Cleo in her 
bedroom at the night.
2. On Wednesday or Sunday catch a moment when she's sunbathing 
alone.
3. Join her.
4. Repeat twice (until Bill affects her mind to make her tan topless)
5. Became invisible and excite Cleo with the powers of the Ring
6. Repeat.

Susan:
1. Complete all previous steps and visit the bathroom in the bathroom
    on Wednesday or Saturday.  



2. Repeat

Ashley (bonus scene):
1. Make sure that you got both date scenes with her (fast food and 
cinema)
2. Now a new option will be available when you visit the library.
3. Became invisible and observe Ashley's behavior.
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Cleo:
1. Complete all previous steps.
2. On Wednesday or Sunday catch a moment when she's doing yoga.
3. Join her.
4. Repeat until Bill fucks her in the mouth

Michelle:
1. Make sure to complete the following scenes: scene with Stella and 
Rati at night in the living room, scene with Michelle in the living 
room in Beth's presence, scene with Beth and Lilly when Bill joins 
them.  
2. Visit the kitchen in the morning when Rati serves (Tuesday or 
Friday)
3. Choose Michelle

Jessica (bonus scene):
1. Click on the equipment for pull-ups in the gym
2. There's a 50% chance to get a new scene with Jessica



Ring of Lust 0.3.4a Walkthrough

Beth (First visit to the beach):
1. Make sure you got the scenes in the neighbor's pool with Beth and 
Lilly
2. On the weekend give a compliment to Michelle
3. Visit Michelle's room

Stella (Kitchen enchantment):
1. Make sure you got the scene with Rati's ritual in the kitchen
2. Catch a moment at breakfast with Stella (Monday, Thursday or 
Sunday) and choose new option “Enchant kitchen” - Stella
3. Visit kitchen in the afternoon on days when Rati visits you 
(Tuesday or Friday)

Susan:
1. Don't meet her at the early morning.
2. Give her a compliment at breakfast
3. Visit the living room in the evening

Julia (bonus scene):
1. Visit the library
2. Choose option “Just came to say hello”
3. Increase her lust
4. If her lust is at maximum - get the scene

Ring of Lust 0.3.5a Walkthrough

Betty (Kitchen enchantment):
1. The option to affect Betty appears in the kitchen during breakfast. 
Affect her.
2. Now we need to visit the kitchen in the afternoon on Monday, 
Thursday or Sunday.



3. Affect Betty again and visit the kitchen in the afternoon (use 
invisibility this time).
4. Repeat to get the last scene.

Lilly:
1. Complete all previous steps and visit the neighbor's bathroom on 

Wednesday or Sunday in the afternoon.
2. Repeat

Ashley:
    1.Make sure you finished the scene where you became invisible 

                 and fucked Ashley's thighs.
2. Visit the library and choose the option to study more.
3. Choose the option to observe Ashley
4. Now you should visit the library in the evening and watch 

Ashley 2 more times.
5. Now visit the library in the afternoon and watch Ashley again
6. To repeat the scene watch Ashley in the evening again and 

come back the next day in the afternoon.

Cleo (bonus scene):
1. If you finished the yoga blow job scene - it will be possible to ask 

             Cleo to use her mouth during sperm donations

Ring of Lust 0.3.6a Walkthrough

Kitchen enchanted:
         1.Make sure you complete all previous steps regarding Kitchen 

                      Enchantment.
2. Visit the kitchen in the morning on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday 

or Friday.
3. You'll get the scene with Stella in her sleepwear
4. Repeat. Now Betty will appear in underwear.
5. Choose any option you want.
6. Now on Monday and Thursday you'll be able to affect family 

members to get new scenes. Try all three options
7. To get full Michelle's scene choose her twice.



Betty+Lilly:
1. Peek in Lilly's room window
2. Repeat

Cleo (bonus scene):
1. Repeat scene in elevator and get alternative ending.

Ring of Lust 0.3.7a Walkthrough

Cleo:
1. On Wednesday or Sunday catch a moment when she's doing yoga.
2. If you finished the yoga blow job scene – a new option “to join 

Cleo's yoga practice in the sportswear” will appear (make sure you have a 
sports outfit)

Susan:
1. Don't meet her in the early morning.
2. Give her a compliment at breakfast
3.Visit the living room in the evening
4. After the fingering scene you can click on Susan's butt hole to get anal

scene

Jessica:
1.Complete all previous steps
2. Visit the gym in the evening
3. Repeat. Now the option to help Jessica with the protein shake will be 

available in the evening in the gym

Betty (bonus scene):
1. Catch her peeping on Michelle masturbating (now to catch her you

shouldn't visit Michelle's room in the night after peeping at 
her changing) 



Ring of Lust 0.3.8a Walkthrough

Beth+Lilly:
3. Peek in Lilly's room window
4. Repeat
5. Repeat again (get 69 scene)

Stella:
    1.Make sure you unlock the scene in the shower where she blows 

you.
    2.Visit the bathroom on Tuesday or Friday afternoon and take a 

shower.

Ashley:
   1. Complete previous scenes with library ghost
   2. Visit the library in the afternoon and choose “learn more” option and

became invisible.
3. Repeat but don't become invisible.

Michelle (small bonus scene):
    1. Make sure you completed kitchen enchanting, living room scene 

where Michelle is fucked in Beth's presence and Susan's anal scene in the 
living room in Michelle's presence.

    2. Watch Michelle changing in her room in the evening.
    3. Visit her room at night.



Ring of Lust 0.3.9a Walkthrough

Michelle :
1.Make sure you completed bonus scene from previous update 

           (sleeping Michelle's ass fingering)
2.Catch her taking a shower in the evening
3. Peep on Michelle changing in her room in the evening.
4. Visit her room in the night.
5. Peep on Michelle changing in her room in the evening again.
6. Catch her taking a shower in the evening
7. Enjoy the first anal scene with Michelle

Cleo:
1. Visit neighbor's kitchen any day except Wednesday or Sunday

Lilly (bonus scene):
1. Make sure you completed first “Lilly stuck in the window” scene 

             and shower spit-roast scene with MC and dildo
2. Visit neighbor's house on Monday in the evening

3. Investigate the sounds.

Ring of Lust 0.4.0a Walkthrough

Ashley+Julia :
1.Make sure you have had your first sex with Ashley.
2.Visit the library in the afternoon

Rati:
1.After getting the scene in the library visit your room and discuss 

with Rati what happened.

Jessica (Bonus scene):
1. Visit the gym in the evening and click on the dumbbell rack.



Ring of Lust 0.4.1a Walkthrough

Betty:
1. Make sure you got Betty and Lilly's 69 scene
2. Go to neighbor's house and peek into Lilly's room window (there 

will be a scene with Lilly facefucking Beth with strap on).
3. On Wednesday or Saturday evening go to the living room. (Betty 

will speak with Susan).
4.On Tuesday or Thursday evening, connect to Stella's webcam.
5. Go to bed

Bonus scene(Stella+Betty):
1. After popping Betty's cherry take a nap in MC room at the 

afternoon.

Ring of Lust 0.4.2a Walkthrough

Cleo:
1. Visit neighbor's house on Saturday afternoon.
2. Repeat
3. Visit  neighbor's house on Monday or Friday and clean the pool

Jessica:
1. Visit the gym in the evening.

Michelle (Bonus scene):
1. Make sure you complete first anal scene with Michelle.
2. Visit the bathroom in the evening.



Ring of Lust 0.4.3a Walkthrough

Cleo+Lilly:
1. Visit neighbor's house on Saturday afternoon.
2. Repeat

Betty+Stella:
1. Take a nap in MC's room in the afternoon.
2. Repeat
3. Repeat again.

Stella (bonus scene):
1. The same day (important!) you napped in your room and got the 

Betty and Stella scene - go to bed at night in your room. To repeat the scene
– get scene with Betty and Stella while you're napping in the afternoon and 
go to bed at night again.

Ring of Lust 0.4.4a Walkthrough

Susan's 1st scene:
1. Don't meet her at the early morning.
2. Give her a compliment at breakfast
3.Visit living room in the evening

Susan's 2nd scene:
    1. Go to bed on Tuesday or Friday and set up an alarm clock (click 

on it).
2. Meet Susan during the early morning
3. Visit Michelle's bedroom on Tuesday or Friday night (In order 

for the bedroom button to appear at night, you need to visit 
Michelle's bedroom in the evening and peek at her.

4. Click on the smartphone



5. Go to bed on Tuesday or Friday and set up an alarm clock (click
on it).

6. Meet Susan during the early morning

Susan's 3rd scene:
1. Visit Susan's house (any day except Wednesday or Saturday)
2. Repeat 

Julia :
1.Make sure you got soul split scene in the library.
2.Visit the library any time

Ashley (Bonus scene):
1.Make sure you got soul split scene in the library.
2.Visit the library any time and choose an option to stay with Ashley

Ring of Lust 0.4.5a Walkthrough

Lilly:
1. Visit neighbor's house on Saturday evening.
2. Click on Lilly and choose an option “Became invisible and follow 

her.”
2. Repeat on next Saturday evening.

Michelle+Stella+Beth:
1. On the weekend give compliment to Michelle during breakfast. 

She'll offer to go to the beach. Visit her room in the afternoon to
go to the beach.

2. Now you can choose any girl.
3. Repeat a couple more times (choose different girl) to see all the

scenes.

Cleo (bonus scene):
1. Visit neighbor's bathroom in the afternoon any day except Wednesday 

and Sunday.



Ring of Lust 0.4.6a Walkthrough

Michelle:
1. On Tuesday or Friday catch Michelle in the shower in the 

evening (Make sure you get anal scenes with her in her
bedroom and bathroom).

2. Rati will tell you about the enchanting of the bathroom.
3. Repeat the scene until MC fucks Michelle

Cleo:
1.Visit the neighbor's house in the evening any day except 

Wednesday and Sunday (Make sure you get the BJ scene 
with Cleo in her bathroom and double handjob 
scene at neighbor's family dinner).

Bonus scene (Susan):
    1. This time instead of bonus scene there's rework of old 

scene with aunt Susan. To check how it affects Susan with the Ring at breakfast 
on Wednesday or Saturday.

Ring of Lust 0.4.7a Walkthrough

Julia:
    1.Visit the library and speak with Julia (choose an option “Just 

came to say hello”). Ashley will interrupt you.
2. Repeat. Ashley interrupts you again.
3. Visit the library again and choose an option to use tech vision
4. 1.Visit the library and speak with Julia (choose an option “Just 

came to say hello”). This time Ashley won't bother you
5. Return to the library at night.
6. Repeat and choose second option to get an alternate scene. 

Beth:
    1.Visit the living room any day except Wednesday, Friday or 

Saturday.

Michelle (bonus scene) :
    1.Visit the kitchen early Saturday morning



Ring of Lust 0.4.8a Walkthrough

Stella+Betty: 
1. Make sure you got the following scenes - the first kissing 

conversation between Betty and Stella, anal sex with Betty after 
she peeped on Stella, joint blowjob scene in Bill's room.

2. Visit the girls' room in the evening and watch the scene
3. Use alarm clock in Bill's room to wake up early and visit the 

bathroom
4. Make sure you have at least 150 lust energy to see the ending of

the scene.
Jessica:

1. Make sure you got the scene in the massage room.
2. Visit the clothing shop

Jessica (bonus scene):
    1.Visit the gym and choose an option “I hope so” to get the new 

scene 



Ring of Lust 0.4.9a Walkthrough

Cleo:
1. Use the alarm clock in your room to wake up earlier.
2. Choose “Street” button to go outside of the house
3. You'll meet Cleo and you will chat.
4. Repeat and this time Cleo will be in a more revealing outfit.
5. Repeat again and this time Michelle will interrupt you.
6. Repeat and this time choose an option “Sure. That's why I woke

up early”.
7. Visit the neighbor's house on any day except Wednesday and 

Sunday and go to Lilly's room.
8. Became invisible and watch the scene where Cleo interrupts 

Lilly
9. Visit the neighbor's house on any day except Wednesday and 

Sunday and go to Lilly's room again.
Susan:

1. Use the alarm clock in your room to wake up earlier.
2. Choose “Hallway” button to meet Susan
3. Michelle will interrupt you.
4. Visit Michelle's bedroom in the evening the day before Susan 

visits your house (Tuesday or Friday). Don't invite her to the 
restaurant. Just peek.

5. Visit Michelle's bedroom at night and click on the 
smartphone.

6. Use the alarm clock in your room to wake up earlier.
7. Choose “Hallway” button again to meet Susan.
8. Michelle will be sleepy and won't bother you.
9. Visit the living room in the evening and join Susan

Betty (bonus scene):
1. Make sure you popped Betty's cherry, got the scene with her and

Lilly when Lilly licks cum out of Betty's pussy, got the scene on
the beach where Bill licks Betty's pussy and the scene with Betty
and Stella's joint blowjob in Bill's room.

2. Go to your room it the afternoon. Betty will appear in a maid 
outfit.



           

3. To repeat this scene, you can call Betty while in your room in 
the afternoon.

Ring of Lust 0.5.0a Walkthrough

Susan:
1.Use the alarm clock in your room to wake up earlier.
2.Choose “Hallway” button to meet Susan
3.Michelle will interrupt you.

  4.Visit Michelle's bedroom in the evening the day before Susan visits 
your house (Tuesday  or  Friday). Don't invite her to the restaurant. Just
peek.

5.Visit Michelle's bedroom at night and click on the smartphone.
6.Use the alarm clock in your room to wake up earlier.
7.Choose “Hallway” button again to meet Susan.

  Michelle will be sleepy and won't bother you.
8.Visit the living room at the evening and join Susan
9. Visit the clothing shop and buy a vampire outfit (make sure you

  have 60 bucks).
10. Repeat the evening scene with Susan and Michelle. Now Susan

  will be dressed as a vampire
11. Repeat the evening scene again and Michelle will join Susan.

Betty:
1.Visit the kitchen in the afternoon on  Sunday, Monday or Thursday

  and help Betty to wash dishes.

Betty+Lilly (Bonus scene):
1. This scene is a continuation of the previous one and nothing else

  needs to be done to open it.

Ring of Lust 0.5.1a Walkthrough
Julia:
       1. Visit the library and speak with Julia (choose an option “Came to 
learn more”).
       2. Then choose an option "Become invisible and arouse Ashley"
       3. Repeat (This time Bill will fuck Julia).
       4. Repeat again (This time Bill will fuck Ashley's mouth).

omfal
Подсвеченный



Jessica:
  1. Visit the gym and choose an option "I hope so" to see Jessica in a new 
outfit.

2. Repeat and this time Bill will fuck Jessica.

Ring of Lust 0.5.2a Walkthrough

Beth+Lilly:
1. Wait until afternoon and go to the backyard.
2. There's a new option: "Check what's going on at neighbor's pool". Use it.
3. Repeat the pool visit the next day. This time, Lilly will win the competition.
4. Repeat the pool visit again. Cleo will show up this time.

Cleo:
1. The scene with Cleo is a continuation of the previous scenes with Beth and 
Lilly. 
2. "Check what's going on at neighbor's pool" again and there will be an 
opportunity to influence Cleo's decision to join the company at the pool.
3. Repeat the pool visit one more time and have fun with Cleo.

Bonus scene (Cleo):
1. After completing a scene with Cleo in her new swimsuit at the pool, attend 
a neighborhood dinner on Saturday.
2. There's a new option: "Affect Cleo with the powers of the Ring" Use it and 
enjoy the scene.

omfal
Подсвеченный
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